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Conclusions
At a time when the European Community is faced. with enormous social and economic chal-
lenges and is in the process of negotiating a third enlargement ten years after the first accessIon,
the European Council has decided to take broad action to ensure the relaunch of the European
Community.
In the course of the coming six months a major negotiation will take place to tackle the most
pressing problems facing the Community so as to provide a solid basis for the further dynamic de-
velopment of the Community over the remainder of the present decade.
With regard to the importance, compleJcity and linkage of the problems, negotiations will be
started under a special emergency procedure. For this purpose special Council sessions will take
place at the level of Foreign Ministers and Finance Ministers; where necessary other Ministers will
also participate, especially Ministers of Agriculture. State Secretaries may assist the Ministers.
'The result of the negotiation will be submitted to the European Council meeting in Athens on
6 December 1983.
'The negotiation will cover the subjects mentioned in the conclusions of the European Council
of 21 and 22 March 1983: the future financing of the Community, the development of Community
policies, the issues relating to enlargement, particular problems of certain Member States in the
budget field and in other fields and the need for greater budgetary discipline.
Decisions will be taken in common on all these questions at the end.
'The negotiation will aim at examining all the eJcisting policies with particular attention to the
common agricultural policy.
The examination of policies will take place with the purpose on the one hand of modernizing
and making more effective the existing policies and to determine the priority areas for new
Community action, and on the other hand to ensure that policies are cost effective and that econo-
mies are made wherever possible.
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The negotiation will in addition aim. at a more balanced and equitable situation, also.
in finan-
cial terms from the point of view of the interests of the different Member States and of the Commu~
nity IIN 1\  wholc.
The negotiation will be based on the following guidelines:
The common agricultural policy
The basic principles of the common arricultural policy will be observed in keeping with the
. objectives set forth in Article 39 of the Treaty establishing the BEC. The .common agricultural poli-
cy must be adapted to the situation facing the Community in the foreseeable future, in order that it
can fulfil its aim in a more coherent manner.
The following questions will in particular be examined:
price policy,
thresholds for guarantees, in relation to objectives for production
co-responsibility of producers,
intervention arrangements,
arrangements on export refunds,
substitutes and Community preferences,
compensatory amounts,
aid" and premium arrangements,
internal barriers to trade,
type and size of farms, and particular situations of the various categories of
fanners,
;!o the need for strict financial guidelines,
external agricultural policy,
special problems arising in certain regions, such as in the Mediterranean re-
gions, in mountain areas or other regions at a disadvantage because of natural
or economic features.
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'The examination will result inter alia in concrete steps compatible with marltet conditions
being taken to ensure effective control of agricultural expenditure by making full use of available
possibilities and examining all marice! organizations.
All Member Stales mu:;l contribute to acmeving the saving:;.
Proposals will be submitted by the Commission by 1 August 1983.
The European Council has taken note of the communications of the Commission on integra-
ted Mediterranean programmes, which aim in particular at modernizing Mediterranean agriculture
and its better integration into the general economy. It asks the Council to examine them as soon as
the Commission s proposals are submitted
Other policies
Development of policies and new Community action
'The EuropeanCoundJ is determined to develop and make more effective Community action
in research, innovation and the new technologies with a view to facilitating cooperation between
enterprises. On the basis of proposals by the Commission, decisions will be taken on new Commu-
nity actions making use of the Community dimension to improve the international competitiveness
of enterprises.
Negotiations on certain projects of an exemplary nature, e.g. the Esprit programme, should
be concluded as soon as possible. Likewise, concrete progress should be made towards uniform
standards and norms.
'The protection of the environment, employment policy, in particular concerning young
people, and social policy will be given equally high priority.
Budgetary discipline
Expenditure must also be controlled, in cooperation with the European Parliament, outside
the agricultural sector. Policies are to be developed within the bounds of financial feasibility and
supplemented through new actions, which must be incorporated in an economically suitable way
into Community policies.
By 1 August 1983 the Commission will present a report with proposals for increasing the
effectiveness of the Community s structural funds (the Regional fund, the Social Fund and
the Guidance Section of the EAGGF). It will concentrate on a more consistent coordination of
policies to avoid duplication of effort and expenditure and to achieve greater budgetary discipline.
On the basis of this report, the policies in question will be reviewed and priorities determined
on the basis of urgency and importance.
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Own resources and particular problems of certain Member States
The objective is:
(i) to secure the financing of Community policies and actions and their further devel-
opment over a longer period of tlr(le taking into account the additional financial
requirements which would flow from the accession of Spain and Portugal,
while exhausting all possibilities for savings;
(Ii) to agree measures which, taken as a whole, will avoid the constantly recurrent
problems between tile Member States over the finand",l consequences of the
Community s budget and its financing; all appropriate ways and means will be
examined to this end, in particular the proposal made by the Commission and
the suggestions of certain Member States with a view to ensuring equitable fin-
ancial situations for all Member States.
On the basis of the conclusions reaciled on development of policies improving budgetary dis-
cipline and the examination of the financial system, the extent and timing of the Community s re-
quirements in terms of own resources will be dete:rmmed.
Sound financial management
The Court of Auditors of the European Communities will be asked to review the sound finan-
cial management of Community activities and to submit a report by the end of i 983. This report
will be followed up in the Court's annual reports.
Enlargement
The accession negotiations with Spain and Portugal will be pursued with the objective of
concluding them, so thai the accession Treaties can be submitted for ratification when the result
of the negotiation concerning the future financmg of the Community is submitted
Compensation to the United Kingdom for 1983
The Burope~ll Council, following the decision taken at its meeting on 21 and 22 March 1983
regarding compensation to the United K.ingdom for 1983, agreed on the amount of 750 million
ECD net for this purpose. Consequential figures will be incorporated ill. .the draft Community bud-
get for 1984.
This decision was taken in the context of the adoption of the declaration on the future finan-
cing of the Community.
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Economic recovery
The European Council considers that the prospects for sustained and non-inflationary .econo-
mic recovery should be reinforced by developing and defining more precisely the action initiated
Community-wide, and thus providing the Community s contribution to the implementation of
guidelines adopted by the OECD Council of Ministers.
In this context the need to sustain the effort to promote the level of employment and produc-
tive investment was emphasized.
'The European Council therefore requests the Commission, within the coming months:
(1) to prepare a del ailed analysis of the nature and extent of the recovery and what the
authorities are already doing to support, consolidate and accelerate it;
(ii) to make full use of Community financial instIurnents in a coordinated manner to
sustain and consolidate the economic recovery;
(ill) on this basis, to indicate what new factors the Member States and the Communi-
ty can bring forward to underpin the recovery, as and when necessary.
Youth employment
'The European Council expresses its profound anJciety in the face of a situation where more
than 4,5 million young people in the Community are without jobs, including more than one and a
half million who have been unemployed for more than a year.
It takes note of the importance of the Member States embarking upon sustained action in this
area forthwith.
It welcomes with satisfaction the decisions of the Council on the reform of the European
Social Fund, which will allow a high degree of priority to be given to the fight against youth
unemployment.
The resources of the Fund will be directed to those countries and regions where unemploy-
ment, and in particular youth unemployment, is at its highest.
It further welcomes the resolutions on vocational training in the 1980s and 01.1 vocational
training measures in relation to the introduction of new information technologies.
'The European Councilexpecls of these Community measures as speedy and lasting an effect
as possible and stresses how important it is that the Member States should, as a concomitant
measure, persevere in the efforts that they themselves have undertaken.
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It calls upon the competent Community bodies actively to pursue consideration of the
Commission s communication on the promotion of youth employment together with the memoran-
dum on the reduction and readjustment of working time.
Ilrnternal market
The European Council notes that progress has been made in the strengthening of the internal
matket since the mandate given at Copenhagen, particularly on information procedures for sWld-
ards, which has been identified as a key question, and on company law (with the adoption of the
seventh Directive on consolidated accounts).
It regrets, however, that further progress on the other key questions (certification for third
country products and frontier formalities) has not yet been forthcoming.
It in particular calls on the Council at its session of 21 June to make every effort to settle as
many of the outstanding internal maiket matters as possible, as well as the equally relevant ques-
tion of the reinforcement of the trade policy instro.ments. Appropriately constructive national posi-
tions will be worked out so that this :ilin is acbieved
Completion of the internal market must remain a primity aim; the measures decided at Co-
penhagen constitute only a first step in this direction; work must therefore continue inter alia on
the removal of the various forms of distortion of competition that stili exist, including trade bar-
riers in the form of differences between national stanOv.1'ds, as well as in the services sector.
Steel policy
Given the urgency of reaching agreement 011 the Community s steel policy for the time after
30 June 1983, the European Council expressed the hope that the Council will arrive at an agree-
ment on this question.
Tnmsport policy
The European Council emphasizes the importance of transport policy in completing the inter-
nal market. It notes with interest the ideas expounded in the memorandum submitted by the Nether-
lands Government. It asks the Council of Transport  IV"rinisters  to continue the effort recently
manifested in the concrete l"esults acbieved by the Council, thus testifying to the importance which
this policy assumes for the Community.
Elrnvironment
The European Council1.mderliues the urgent necessity of accelerating and reinforcing action
at national, Community and intemationallevel aimed at combating the pollution of the environ-
ment. It underlines in particular the acute danger threatening the European forest areas which calls
for immediate action.
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The EuroPt'!U1 Council WclCOIU(.1i in this ml1nedi()lllhe IHCIJlOfIIl1duIJI Ihlllllhc Pederal (it'
man Government and the Commission communication which illustrates the urgency of the ques-
tion and the necessity to take coordinated and effective initiatives both within the Community and
internationally, particularly within the ECB, if an irreversiblesimation is to be avoided It calls on
the Environment Council to pursue its work. on the different specific dossiers relevant to this prob-
lem and examine relevant initiatives proposed by the Commission, with a view to rapid significant
progress.
The European Council also welcomed the conclusions of the Environment Council on the
special case of lead in petrol. It emphasized the importance of reducing the amount of lead in the
environment and called for progress which may lead to the use of leadless petrol.
UNCT AD VI
'The European Council regards the Sixth United Nations Trade and Development Conference
(UNCf AD VI) in Belgrade as a very important event in the North-South dialogue in 1983. The
Conference is being held against the background of a difficult economic situation, particularly in
many developing countries. The Community is participating in the Belgrade negotiations in a spi-
rit of cooperation and readiness to discuss. 'The European Council agrees that it has special resp-
onsibility for maintaining and improving the madreting opportunities of the developing countries.
This will be given concrete shape by means of a policy directed at growth and at maintaining and
reinforcing the open nature of the Community. 'The European Council expects the Conference to
contribute to strengthening confidence in the world economic recovery and to the promotion of de-
velopment in the 'Third WorId The Community will make a constructive contribution to that end.
Compensation for the United Kingdom
The European Council agreed on compensation for the United Kingdom for 1983.
Greek memonmdum
'The European Council is conscious of the special economic and social problems faced by
Greece and the difficulties which these create in the process of integrating Greece into the Euro-
pean Communities.
'The European Council agrees that the Community should play its part in helping to overcome
these difficulties.
It welcomes in this connection the detailed and constructive examination of these problems
undextaken by the Commission and the two communications which have resulted from this work.
'The communications dearly indicate that solutions can be found in the Community framework. in
order to permit the integration of Greece into the Community system in a harmonious and mutual-
ly beneficial manner.
It welcomes the fact that the Commission intends shortly to submit specific proposals (inclu-
ding their financial aspects) in various sectors complementing its earlier proposals. It invites the
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Council to examine these proposals with a view to concrete decisions before the next European
Council.
Questions relating to European political cooperation
Poland
At the moment when the important visit of Pope John Paul IT is taking place in Poland, the
Heads of State and Government reviewed the situation in that coootry, to which their peoples are
linked by strong ties of solidarity.
At a time when the depth of the aspirations of the Polish people is more than ever apparent,
they expressed their conviction that only a national reconciliation which takes full account of these
aspirations can lead Poland out or its grave crisis.
CSCE
'The Heads of State and Government reviewed the progress of the CSCE follow-up meeting
in Madrid, noting with interest the timely and important initiative taken on 17 June by Setlor
Felipe Gonzalez as the Prime Minister or the host country. Their governments will examine
this proposal with due care and in a positive spirit. They appeal to the governments of other
participating States to do likewise. They reiterated their view that the adoption of a substantial
and balanced concluding document at Madrid would register progress in the human dimension,
open the way to a Conrerence on diBam1ament in Europe, give fresh impetus to the CSCE process
and make a useful contribution to the improvement of East-West relations as a whole.
Middle East
'The Heads of State and Government consider that the return of full sovereignty and final
peace in Lebanon requires the complete and prompt withdrawal of foreign forces from its territory,
except for those whose presence may be requested by the Lebanese Government.
'They confirmed their fun support for President Gemayel and ills Government in their determi-
ned action to re-establish their authority over the entire territory of Lebanon. In this respect, they
consider that the signing of the Israel-Lebanon agreement constitutes a step which must be follow-
ed by others. 'They consider, however, that peace will 110t be able to become a reality unless the
security and legitimate interests of the other States and peoples of the region are taken into account
'They stated their readiness to use all the means at their disposal to support the efforts ooder-
taken by the parties in question so as to find a broader area of agreement
'They remain convinced that a just, lasting and comprehensive peace in the Middle East can
only be secured on the basis of the principles which they have stated many times in the past.
'They again voiced their very serious concern at the distress of the Palestinian civilianpopula-
!:ion. They hope that the relevant international organizations will be allowed to assist this popula-
tion without hindrance.
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Celie nd Amt' ricn
'The Heads of State and Government confirmed their close interest in developments in Central
America. They are deeply concerned at the economIc and social conditions in many parts of the
region, at the tensions which these create and at the widespread misery and bloodshed
'They are convinced that the problems of Central America cannot be solved by military
means, but only by a political solution springing from the region itself and respecting the princi-
ples of non-interference and inviolability of frontiers. They, therefore, fully support the current ini-
tiative of the Contadora Group. 'They underlined the need for the establishment of democratic
conditions and for the strict observance of human rights throughout the region.
'They are ready to continue contributing to further development in the area, in order to pro-
mote progress towards stability.
Solemn Declaration on European Union
The Heads of State and Govemmentreceived the report of the Foreign Ministers concerning
the conclusions of their work on the German-Italian initiative on European Union following the
mandate given by the European Council in November 19.81. 'The Heads of State and Government
and the Foreign Ministers of the Ten signed the Solemn Declaration On European Union. 'They ex-
pressed their deep satisfaction at this important step towards European Union.
Preamble
The Heads of State and Government 0 f the Member States of the European Communities
meeting within the European Council
resolved to continue the work begun on the basis of the Treaties of Paris and
Rome and to create a united Europe, which is mOre than ever necessary in
order to meet the dangers of the world situation, capable of assuming the
responsibilities incumbent on it by virtue of its political role, its economic
potential and its manifold links with other peoples;
considering that the European idea, the results achieved in the fields of econo-
mic integration and political cooperation, and the need for new developments
correspond to the wishes of the democratic peoples of Europe, for whom the
European Parliament, elected by universal suffrage, is an indispensable means
of expression;
determined to work together to promote democracy on the basis of the funda-
mental rights recognized in the constitutions and laws of the Member States, in
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and the European
Social Charter, notably freedom, equality and social justice;
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convinced that, in order to resolve the serious economic problems facing the
Member States, the CommunitY.iHust strengthen its cohesion, regain its dyna-
mism and intensify its action in aI-;;;as hitherto insufficiently explored;
resolved to accord a high priority to the Community s social progress and in
particular to the problem of employment by the development of a European so-
cial policy;
convinced that, by speaking with a single voice in foreign policy, induding pol-
itical aspects of security, Europe can contribute to the preservation of peace;
recalling their decisions taken in Paris on 2 I October  972 and  10  December
1974, the Document on the European Identity of 14 December 1973 and the
statement made by the European Council in 'The Hague on 30 November 1976
concerning the progressive construction of European Union;
determined to achieve a comprehensive and coherent CQmmon political ap-
proach and reaffmning their will to craDsrorm the whole complex of relations
between their States into a European Union,
have adopted the following:
Objectives
1.1 The Heads of State or Government, on the basis of an awareness of a common
destiny and the wish to affirm the European identity, confirm their commit-
ment to progress towards an ever doser union among the peoples and Member
States of the European Commu.niiy.
1.2 The Heads of State or Govemmentreaffhm the declaration.on democracy adop-
ted by the European Council on 8 April 1978 which stated that respect for and
maintenance of representative democracy and human rights in each Member
State are essential elements of membership of the European Communities.
In order to achieve ever increasing solidarity and joint action, the construction of
Europe must be more clearly oriented towards its general political objectives,
more efficient decision-making procedures, greater coherence and dose
coordination between the different branches of activity, and the search for
common policies in all areas of common interest, both within the Community
and in relation to third countries.
1.4 Desiring to consolidate the progress already made towards European Union in
both the economic and political fields, the Heads of State or Government reaf-
firm the following objectives:
\.4.1 to strengthen and continue the development of the Communities, which
are the nucleus of European Union, by reinforcing existing policies and
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elaborating new policies within the ftarnework of the Treaties of Paris
and Rome;
1.4. to strengthen and develop European political cooperation through the
elaboration and adoption of joint positions and joint action, on the basis
of intensified consultations, in the area of foreign policy, including the
coonlination  of  the positions of Member States on the political and eco~
nomic aspects of security,  so  as to promote and facilitate the progressive
development of such positions and actions in a growing number of
foreign policy fields;
1.4. to promote, to the extent that these activities cannot be carried out within
the framework of the Treaties:
closer cooperation on cultural matters, in order to affirm the awareness 
a common cultural heritage as an element in the European identity;
approJcimation of certain areas of the legislation of the Member States in
order  to  facilitate relationships between their nationals;
a common analysis and concerted action  to  deal with international prob-
lems of law and order, serious acts of violence, organized international
crime and international lawlessness generally.
Institutions
'The Heads of State or Government emphasize the importance of greater coherence and close
coonlination between the existing structures of the European Communities and European political
cooperation at ill levels so that comprehensive and consistent action can be taken to achieve Euro-
pean Union.
Matters within the scope of the European Communities are governed by provisions and proce-
dures laid down in or pursuant  to  the Treaties of Paris and Rome and in agreements supplementing
them. In matters of political cooperation, procedures which were agreed on in the Luxembourg
(1970), Copenhagen (1973) and London (1981) reports will apply, together with other procedures
to be agreed on if necessary.
'The European Council
2J.l The European Council brings together the Heads of State or Government
and the President of the Commission assisted by the Foreign Ministers
of the Member States and a member of the Commission.
1.2 In the perspective of European Union, the European Council:
'iiI provides a general political. impetus to the con.struction of Europe;
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defines approaches to further the construction of Europe and issues gener~
al political guidelines for the European Communities and European polit-
ical cooperation;
deliberates upon matters concerning European Union in its different
aspects with due regard to consistency among them;
initiates cooperation in new areas of activity;
solemnly expresses the common position in questions of external rela-
tions.
1.3 When the European Council acts in matters within the scope of the Euro-
pean Communities, it does so in its capacity as the Council within the
meaning of the Treaties.
1.4 The European Council will address a report to the European Parliament
after each of its meetings. 'This report will be presented at least once
during each presidency by the President of the European Council.
'The European Council will also address a written annual report to the Euro-
peanParliament on progress towards European Union.
In the debates to which these reports give rise, the European Council will norm-
ally be represented by its President or one or its members.
2 The Council and its members
2. I The consistency and continuity of the work needed for the further
construction of European Union as well as the preparation of meetings
of the European Council are the responsibility of the Council (General
Affairs) and its members.
With a view to bringing the institutional apparatus of the Community and that
of political cooperation closer together, the Council deals with matters for
which it is competent under the Treaties in accordance with the procedures laid
down by the latter, and its members will deal also, in accordance with the
appropriate procedures, with all other areas of European Union, particularly
matters coming within the scope of political cooperation.
'The Member States will arrange their representation as provided for in their
respective constitutions.
2 The application of the decision-making procedures laid down.in the
Treaties of Paris and Rome is of vital importance in order to improve
the European Communities' capacity to act.
._.-----
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Within the Council every possible means of facilitating the decision-making
process will be used, including, in cases whexe unanimity is required, the possi-
bility of abstaining from voting.
2.3 To promote the objective of a Europe speaking with a single voice and
acting in common in the field of foxeign policy, the Governments of the
Member States will make a constant effort to increase the effectiveness
of political cooperation and will seek:, in particular, to facilitate the deci-
sion-making process, in order to reach common positions more rapidly.
They xecently adopted new arrangements in the London report of 13 October
1981.
In the light of experience they will continue in this direction, in particular by:
strengthening the Presidency' spowersof initiative, of coordination and of
representation in relations with third countries;
appropriately strengthening operational support for successive Presiden-
cies, corresponding to the increasing tasks which they have to perfonn.
2.3 'The Parliament
'The Assembly of the European Communities has an essential role to play
in the development of European Union.
'The European Parliament debates all matters relating to European Union,
including European political cooperation. In matters relating to the Euro-
pean Communities, it deliberates in accordance with the provisions and
procedures laid down in the Treaties establishing the European
Communities and in agreements supplementing them.
In addition to the consultation procedures provided for in the Treaties, the
Council, its members and the Commission will, in keeping with their
respective powers, respond to:
oral or written questions from Parliament,
resolutions concerning matters of major importance and general.concem,
on which Parliament seeks their comments.
3.4 'The Presidency will address the European Parliament at the beginning 
its term of office and present its programme. It will report to the Euro~
pean Parliament at the end of its term on the progress achieved
The Presidency keeps the European Parliament regularly informed through the
Political Affairs Committee of the subjects of foreign policy examined in the
context of European political cooperation.
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Once a year the Presidency reports to the European Parliament in plenary
session on progress in the field of political cooperation.
Before the appointment of the President of the Commission, the president
of the representatives of the Goveroments of the Member States seeks
the opinion of the enlarged Bureau of the European Parliament
After the appointment of the members of the Commission by the Governments
of the Member States, the Commission presents its programme to the European
Parliament to debate and to vote on that programme.
2.3.6 The Council will enter into talks with the European Parliament and the
Commission with the aim, within the framework of a new agreement, of
improving and extending the scope of the conciliation procedure provi-
dedforin the Joint Declaration of 4 March 1975.
2.3. In addition to the consultations provided for ill the Treaties with respect to
certain international agreements, the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment will be sought before:
the conclusion of other significant international agreements by the
Community,
'iO the accession ofa State to the European Community.
The eJclsting procedures for providing the European Parliament with confiden-
tial and unofficial information on progress in negotiations will be extended
taking into account the requirements of urgency, to all significant international
agreements concluded by the Communities.
2.4 The Commission
The Heads of State or Government underline the particular importance of the
Commission as guanlian of the Treaties of Paris and Rome and as a driving
force in the process of European integration. They confirm the value of making
more frequent use of the possibility of delegating powers to the Commission
within the framework of the Treaties. In addition to the tasks and powers laid
down in those Treaties, the Commission isfuUy associated with the work of
European political cooperation and, where appropriate, with other activities
within the framework of European Union.
5 The Court of Justice
The Court of Justice of the European Communities has an essential role to play
in progress towards European Union, by securing compliance with, and devel-
opment of, Community law. Taking account of the respective constitutional
provisions in their States, the Heads of State or Government agree to consider
on a case-by-case basis, the inclusion, as appropriate, in international conven-
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tions between Member States, of a clause conferring on the Court of Justice ap-
propriate jurisdiction with regard to the interpretation of the texts.
Scope
1 European Communities
The Heads of State or Government emphasize, in order to give renewed impe~
IDS to the development of Community policies on a broad front, the importance
of the following policies:
1.1 An overall economic strategy in the Commw:lity to combat unemployment
and inflation and to promote convergence of the state of economic
development  of  the Member States. Priority should be given to enCour-
aging productive investment and raising competitiveness as a basis for
creating durable jobs, bringing about sustained economic growth and re-
ducing unemployment. In .this context, effective action in the social
field to alleviate unemployment should be taken at both Community and
national levels in particular by meanS of specific action on behalf of
young people and by improved (*) harmonization of social security
systems.
1.2 More effective coordination of the national economic policies, which is
required for the achievement of the Community s overall objectives, in
order to ensure that the main economic and sectoral objectives  of  the
Member States are consistent with the maintenance and strengthening
of the Community and with the object of consolidating the European
Monetary System.
1.3 Strengthening of the European Monetary System, which is helping to
consolidate an area of monetary stability in Europe and to create a more
stable international economic environment, as a key element in progress
towards Economic and Monetary Union and the creation of a European
Monetary Fund.
1.4 Definiiion of Community instruments and mechanisms which will permit
action geared to the situation and specific needs of the least prosperous
Member Slates in an effort to tackle their structural problems and
thereby to ensure the harmonious development of the Community.
1.5 Given the importance of the Community s external relations, strengthen-
ing of the common commercial. policy and development of its external
economic policy on the basis of common positions; the Community
will, in this way, give effect to its special responsibility as the principal.
world trader and to its commitment to a free and open trading system.
In this context, improvement and coordination of national and Community de-
velopment cooperation policies are needed in order to reflect more fully the
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needs of the developing countries and the interdependence between them and
Europe, and so that Europe plays a stronger and more stimulating role in rela-
tions between the industrialized and developing countries.
1.6 Completion of the internal market in accordance with the Treaties, in parti-
cular the removal. of the remaining obstacles to the free movement 
goods, capital and services, as well as the further development of a
common transport policy.
Continued development of the common agrictl1tw:a!. policy in harmony
with other policies, respecting its objectives as defined in the Treaty and
the principles of unity of the market, Community preference and finan-
cial solidarity, and taking into account the need to enSure a fair standard
of living for the agricultural community and the need to achieve a better
market equilibrium in some sectors. The problems of less favoured agri-
cultural regions, including certain Mediterranean areas the development
of  which is heavily dependent on agriculrure, merit special attention.
8 The development of an industrial stnttegy at Community level in ord.
er to
strengthen industry, make it competitive and create productive jobs in
Europe, in particular by encouraging investment and iunovation. In
order to provide the Community with the means for vigorous develop-
ment in the long term, cooperation between enterprises in advanced
technologies wi.ll be strengthened by the establishment of projects 
common interest.
Efforts made by industry and Governments in the areas 
of  energy and
research will be complemented by coordination and appropriate actions
at Community level.
Development of the regional and social policies 
of  the Communities,
which implies in particular the transfer of resources to less prosperous
regions, so that all Community policies and instruments can play their
full role and promote convergence and balanced development
Foreign policy
In order to cope with the increasing problems of international politics, the
necessary reinforcement of European political cooperation must be ensured,
in particular by the following measures:
fj) intensified consultations with a view to permitting timely joint action on all
major foreign policy questions of interest to the Ten as a whole;
prior consultation with the other Member States in advance of the adoption of
final positions on these questions. The Heads 
of  State or Government underline
their undertaking that each Member State will take full account of the positions
of its partners and give due weight to the adoption and implementation 
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common European positions when worlring out national. positions and taking
national. action;
development and extension of the practice by which the views  of  the Ten are
defined and consolidated in the form of common positions which then consti-
tute a central point of reference for Member States' policies;
progressive development and definition of common principles and objectives
as well as the identification of common interests in order to strengthen the
possibilities of joint action in the field of foreign P9licy;
coordination of positions of Member States on the political and economic
aspects of security;
increased contacts with third countries in order to give the Ten greater weight
as an interlocutor in the foreign policy field;
closer cooperation in diplomatic and administrative matters between the
missions of the Ten in third countries;
the search fof common positions at major international conferences attended
by one or more  of  the Ten and covering questions dealt with in political co-
operation;
increasing recognition of the contribution which the European Parliament
makes to the development  of  a coordinated foreign policy of the Ten.
Cultural cooperation
With a view to complementing Community action and stressing that, in consi-
deration of the membership of their States of the Council of Europe, they main-
tain their firm support for an involvement in its cultural activities, the Heads of
State or Government agree to promote, encourage or facilitate the following,
taking account of respective constitutional provisions:
development of the activities of the European Foundation and the European
University institute in Florence;
closer cooperation between establishments of higher education, including ex-
changes of teachers and students;
intensified exchanges of experience, particularly among young people, and
development of the teaching of the languages of the Member States of the
Community;
improving the level of knowledge about other Member States of the Communi-
ty and  of  information on Europe s history and culture so as to promote a Euro.
pean awareness;
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examination of the oovisllbHity of uodertuking joint action to protect, promote
and safeguard the cultural heritage;
examination of the possibility of promoting joint: activities in the dissemination
of culture, in particular as regards audio-visual methods;
more extensive contacts between writers and artists of the Member States and
wider dissemination of their works both inside and outside the Community;
closer coordination of cultural activities in third countri~s, within the fnune-
work of political cooperation.
ApproJcimation of laws
3.4. ApproJcimation of laws in areas within the competence of the European
Communities will be pursued and intensified through effective use of
the measures provided for in the Treaties. In this context special atten-
tion should be given to further approximation in the field of the protec-
tion of industrial and commercial property, consumer protection and,
whenever necessary, in the field of the law relating to companies.
3.4.2 With a view to complementing the appro:ximation oflaws within the Euro-
pean Communities, and having full regard, in particular, to the work of
the Council of Europe, the Member States will endeavour to approJci.
mate their laws in other areas by having recourse to the appropriate ins-
truments, includint? international conventions. A special effort will be
made to implement or supplement without delay international conven-
tions already negotiated between Member States in the Community
framework, and notably those provided for by the Treaties.
3.4.3 Among new activities which can be conducive to the attainment of Euro-
pean Union, the following deserve special attention:
the introduction of legal instruments which can strengthen cooperation
among the judicial authorities of the Member States, notably in civil and
commercial matters, and which can thereby make the administration of
justice more efficient and less cumbersome;
cooperation in the area of the suppression of infringements of Community
law;
identification of areas of criminal and procedural law in which coopera-
tion between Member States might be desirable.
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Final provisions
1 The Heads of State or Government stress the link between membership of the
European Communities and participation in the activities described above.
European Union is being achieved by deepening and bl'Oadeningthe scope of
European activities so that they coherently cover, albeit on a variety of legal
bases, a growing proportion of Member States' mutual relations and of their
external relations.
'The Heads of State or Government will subject this Declaration to a general
review as soon as the progress achieved towards European unification justifies
such action, but not later than five years from signature of the Declaration.
In the light of the results of this review they will decide whether the progress achieved should
be incorporated in a Treaty on European Union.
The opinion of the European Parliament will be sought on this subject.
) Danish reservations on paragraphs 1.4.2, 2. 5, 2.3.6, 3. 1.1, 3.4.3 and 4.3.
See Greek declarations in the minutes with reference to paragraphs 2. 2 and 2.
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The Stuttgart European Council
1. The European Council met in Stutt-
gart from 17 to 19 June to consider problems
that have been blocking the Community
for several years-enlargement, financing,
adapting the common agricultural policy,
new policies. 
The Stuttgart meeting was chaired by Mr
Helmut Kohl, Chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany. The Commission was
represented by Mr Thorn and Mr Ortoli.
The 10 Heads of State or Government
devoted their efforts to producing a coherent
working programme designed to secure
general agreement at the next meeting of the
European Council in Athens. All the main
issues are still on the agenda. The Ten
adopted a Declaration to the effect that
they are ready to initiate comprehensive
negotiations on the future of the Community,
the focal point of which will be the question
of how its financial resources are to be
augmented. At the same time, the Member
States will have to determine whether the
present common policies-the common agri-
cultural policy first and foremost-can 
modernized to make them them both more
effective and less costly. In undertaking this
broad action to ensure the relaunch of the
European Community
' , 
the Ten chose to
bring in a 'special emergency procedure
special Council meetings of Foreign Ministers
and Finance Ministers will be held, with
Ministers of Agriculture and others attending
when appropriate.
The Heads of State or Government also
agreed-in adopting the declaration on the
future financing of the Community-to give
the United Kingdom compensation of 750
million ECU for 1983.
Besides the ' conclusions of the Presidency
concerning problems such as economic re-
covery, employment of young people, internal
market, steel policy, transport policy, environ-
ment, UNCT AD VI and the Greek memoran-
dum, there were separate conclusions on
international issues dealt with in political
cooperation (Poland, the CSCE, the Middle
East and Central America).
Finally, the Heads of State or Government
and the Foreign Ministers of the Ten signed
the Solemn Declaration on European Union.
The Commission had devoted much time and
thought to preparations for the European
Council. Besides the regular communication
on the economic and social situation, it had
put up papers on the prospects for developing
new policies, new guidelines for the develop-
ment of the .common agricultural policy, 
acid rain 4 biotechnology and telecommunica-
tions.
Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.5. 1 to 1.5.10.
Point 1.6. et seq.
Point 2.1.135.
Point 2.1.122.
Points 2.1.41 and 2.1.42.
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Declaration of the European Council
5.2. At a time when the European Community
is faced with enormous social and economic
challenges and is in the process of negotiating a
third enlargement ten years after the first accession
the European Council has decided to take broad
action to ensure the relaunch of the European
Community.
In the course of the coming six months a major
negotiation will take place to tackle the most
pressing problems facing the Community so as to
provide a solid basis for the Hrther dynamic
development of the Community over the remainder
of the present decade.
With regard to the importance, complexity and
linkage of the problems, negotiations will be
started under a special emergency procedure. For
this purpose special Council sessions will take
place at the level of Foreign Ministers and Finance
Ministers; where necessary other Ministers will
also participate, especially Ministers of Agriculture.
State Secretaries may assist the Ministers.
The result of the negotiation will be submitted to
the European Council meeting in Athens on 6
December 1983.
The negotiation will cover the subjects mentioned
in the conclusions of the European Council of 21
and 22 March 1983: the future financing of the
Community, the development of Community
policies the issues relating to enlargement
particular problems of certain Member State" in
the budget field and in other fields and the need
for greater budgetary discipline.
Decisions will be taken in common on all these
questions at the end.
The negotiation will aim at examining all the
existing policies with particular attention to the
common agricultural policy.
The examination of policies will take place with
the purpose on the one hand of modernizing and
making more effective the existing policies and to
determine the priority areas for new Community
action, and on the other hand to ensure that
policies are cost effective and that economies are
made wherever possible.
The negotiation will in addition aim at a more
balanced and equitable situation, also in financial
terms from the point of view of the interests of the
different Member States and of the Community as
a whole.
The negotiation will be based on the following
guidelines:
The common agricultural policy
5.3. The basic principles of the common
agricultural policy will be observed in keeping
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with the objectives set forth in Article 39 of
the Treaty establishing the EEC. The common
agricultural policy must be adapted to the situation
facing the Commt,lnity in the foreseeable future, in
order that it can fulfil its aim in a more coherent
manner.
The following questions will in particular be
examined:
.. price policy;
.. thresholds for guarantees
objectives for production;
.. coresponsibility of produ(:ers;
relation
intervention arrangements;
arrangements on export refunds;;
substitutes and Community preferences;
.. compensatory amounts;
.. aids and premium arrangements;
.. internal barriers to trade;
.. type and size of farms, and particular situations
of the various categories of farmers;
.. the need for strict financial guidelines;
.. external agricultural policy;
.. special problems arising in certain regions,
such as in the Mediterranea.n regions, in mountain
areas or other regions at a disadvantage because of
natural or economic features.
The examination will result  inter alia  in concrete
steps compatible with market conditions being
taken to ensure effective control of agricultural
expenditure by making full use of available
possibilities and examining all market organiza~
tions.
All Member States must contribute to achieving
the savings.
Proposals will be submitted by the Commission by
1 August 1983.
The European Council has taken note of the
communications of the Commission on integrated
Mediterranean programmes, which aim in particu~
lar at modernizing Mediterranean agriculture and
its better integration into the general !;conomy. It
asks the Council to examine them as soon as the
Commission s proposals are submitted.
Other policies
Development of policies
and new Community action
5.4. The European Council is determined to
develop and make more effective Community
action in research, innovation and the newStuttgart European Council
technologies with a view to facilitating cooperation
between enterprises. On the basis . of proposals by
the Commission, decisions will be taken on new
Community actions making use of the Community
dimension to improve the international competi-
tiveness of enterprises.
Negotiations on certain projects of an exemplary
natUre, e.g. the Esprit programme, should be
concluded as soon as possible. Likewise, concrete
progress should be made towards uniform stan-
dards and norms.
The protection of the environment, employment
policy, in particular concerning young people, and
social policy will be given equally high priority.
Budgetary discipline
5. Expenditure must also be controlled, in
cooperation with the European Parliament, outside
the agricultural sector. Policies are to be developed
within the bounds of financial feasibility and
supplemented through new actions, which must he
incorporated in an economically suitable way into
Community policies.
By 1 August 1983 the Commission will present a
report with proposals for increasing the effective~
ness of the Community s structural funds (the
Regional Fund, the Sodal Fund and the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF). It will concentrate on a
more consistent coordination of policies to avoid
duplication of effort and expenditure and to
achieve greater budgetary discipline.
On the basis of this report, the policies in question
will be reviewed and priorities determined on the
basis of urgency and importance.
Own resources and particular
problems of certain Member States
6. The objective is:
(i) to secure the financing of Community policies
and actions and their further development over a
longer period of time taking into account the
additional financial requirements which would
flow from the accession of Spain and Portugal
while exhausting all possibilities for savings;
(ii) to agree measures which, taken as a whole
will avoid the constantly recurrent problems
between the Member States over the financial
consequences of the Community s budget and its
financing; all .appropriate ways and means will be
examined to this end, in particular the proposal
made by the Commission and the suggestions of
certain Member States with a view to ensuring
equitable financial situations for all Member
States.
On the basis of the conclusions reached on
development of policies, improving budgetary
discipline and the examination of the financial
system, the extent and timing of the Community
requirements in terms of own resourceS will be
determined.
Sound financial management
7. The Court of Auditors of the European
Communities will be asked to review the sound
financial management of Community activities
and to submit a report by the end of 1983. This
report will be followed up in the Court s Annual
Reports.
Enlargement
8. The accession negotiations with Spain and
Portugal will be pursued with the objective of
concluding them, so that the accession Treaties
can be submitted for ratification when the result of
the negotiation concerning the future financing of
the Community is submitted.
Conclusions of the European Council
Compensation to the United Kingdom
for 1983
9. The European Council, following the
decision taken at its mt:eting on 21 and 22 March
1983 regarding compensation to the United
Kingdom for 1983, agreed on the amount of 750
million ECU net for this purpose. Consequential
figures will be incorporated in the draft Communi-
ty budget for 1984. 
This decision was taken in the context of the
adoption of the declaration on the future financing
of the Community.
CcmchJlsions of the Presidency
on the work of the European Council
Economic recovery
1.5. 10.  The European Council considers that the
prospects for sustained and non-inflationary
economic recovery should be reinforced by
developing and defining more precisely the action
initiated Community-wide, and thus providing the
Community s contribution to the implementation
of guidelines adopted by the OECD Council of
Ministers.
In this context the need to sustain the effort to
promote the level of employment and productive
investment was emphasized.
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The European Council therefore requests the
Commission, within the coming months:
(i) to prepare a detailed analysis of the nature
and extent of the recovery and what the authorities
are already doing to support, consolidate and
accelerate it;
(ii) to make full use of Community financial
instruments in a coordinated manner to sustain
and consolidate the economic recovery;
(iii) on this basis, to indicate what new factors
the Member States and the Community can bring
forward to underpin the recovery, as and when
necessary .
Youth employment
1.5.11. The European Council expresses its
profound anxiety in the face of a situation where
more than 4.5 million young people in the
Community are without jobs, including more than
one and a half million who have been unemployed
for more than a year.
It takes note of the importance of the Member
States embarking upon sustained action in this
area forthwith.
It welcomes with satisfaction the decisions of the
Council on the reform of the European Social
Fund, which will allow a high degree of priority to
be given 1:0 the fight against youth unemployment.
The resources of the Fund will be directed 1:0 those
countries and regions where unemployment, and
in particular youth unemployment, is at its highest.
It further welcomes the resolutions on vocational
training in the 1980s and on vocational training
measures in relation to the ir. ~roduction .of new
information technologies.
The European Council expects of these Community
measures as speedy and las.jng an effect as
possible and stresses how important it is that the
Member States should, asa concomitant measure
persevere in the efforts that they themselves have
undertaken.
It calls upon the competent Community bodies
actively to pursue consideration of the Commis-
sion s communication on the promotion of youth
employment together with the memorandum on
the reduction and readjustment of working time.
Internal market
12. The European Council notes that progress
has been made in the strengthening of the internal
market since the mandate given at Copenhagen
particularly on information procedures for stan-
dards, which has been identified as a key question
and on company law (with the adoption of the
seventh Directive on consolidated accounts).
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It regrets, however, that further progress on the
other key questions (certification for third country
products .and frontier formalities) has not yet been
forthcoming.
It in particular calls on the Council at its session of
21 June to make every effort to settle as many of
the outstanding internal market matters as possible,
as well as the equally relevant question of the
reinforcement of the trade policy instruments.
Appropriately constructive national positions will
be worked .out so that this aim is achieved.
Completion of the internal market must remain a
priority aim; the measures decided at Copenhagen
constitute only a first step in this direction; work
must therefore continue  inter alia  on the removal
of the various forms of distortion of competition
that still exist, including trade barriers in the form
of differences between national standards, as well
as in the services sector.
Steel policy
1.5. 13. Given the urgency of reaching agreement
on the Community s steel policy for the time after
30 June 1983 the European Council expressed the
hope that the Council will arrive at an agreement
on this question.
Transport policy
1.5. 14. The European Council emphasizes the
importance of transport policy in completing the
internal market. It notes with interest the ideas
expounded in the memorandum submitted by the
Netherlands Government. It asks the Council of
Transport Ministers to continue the effort recently
mainfested in the concrete results achieved by the
Council, thus testifying to the importance which
this policy assumes for the Community.
Environment
1.5.15. The European Council underlines the
urgent necessity of accelerating and reinforcing
action at national, Community and international
level aimed at combating the pollution of the
environment. It underlines in particular the acute
danger threatening the European, forest areas
which calls for immediate action.
The European Council welcomes in this connection
the memorandum from the Federal German
Government and the Commission communication
which illustrates the urgency of the question and
the necessity to take coordinated and effective
initiatives both within the Community and
internationally, particularly within the ECE, if an
irreversible situation is to be avoided. It calls on
the Environment Council to pursue its work on
the different specific dossiers relevant to thisStuttgart European Council
problem and examine relevant initiatives proposed
by the Commission, with a view to rapid
significant progress.
The European Council also welcomed the conclu-
sions of the Environment Council on the special
case of lead in petrol. It emphasized the importance
of reducing the amount of lead in the environment
and called for progress which may lead to the use
of leadless petrol.
UNCT AD VI
1.5. 16. The European Council regards the Sixth
United Nations Trade and Development Confer~
ence (UNCTAD VI) in Belgrade as a very
important event in the North~South Dialogue in
1983. The Conference is being held against the
background of a difficult economic situation,
particularly in many developing countries. The
Community is participating in the Belgrade
negotiations in a spirit of cooperation and
readiness to discuss. The European Council agrees
that it has special responsibility for maintaining
and improving the marketing opportunities of the
developing countries. This will be given concrete
shape by means of a policy directed at growth and
at maintaining and reinforcing the open nature of
the Community. The European Council expects
the Conference to contribute to strenghtening
confidence in the world economic recovery and to
the promotion of development in the Third
World. The Community will make a constructive
contribution to that end.
Compensation for the United Kingdom
17. The European Council agreed on com-
pensation for the United Kingdom for 1983.
Greek memorandum
18. The European Council is conscious of the
special economic and social problems faced by
Greece and the difficulties which these create in
the process of integrating Greece into the European
Communities.
The European Council agrees that the Community
should play its part in helping to overcome these
difficulties.
It welcomes in this connection the detailed
and constructive examination of these problems
undertaken by the Commission and the two
communications which have resulted from this
work. The communications clearly indicate that
solutions can be found in the Community
framework in order to permit the integration of
Greece into the Community system in a harmo-
nious and mutually beneficial manner.
It welcomes the fact that the Commission intends
shortly to submit specific proposals (including
their financial aspects) in various sectors comple"
menting its earlier proposals. It invites the Council
to examine these proposals with a view to concrete
decisions before the next European Council.
Conclusions of the European Council
Questions relating to European
political cooperation
Poland
19. At the moment when the important visit
of Pope John Paul II is taking place in Poland, the
Heads of State and Government reviewed the
situation in that country, to which their peoples
are linked by strong ties of solidarity.
At a time when the depth of the aspirations of the
Polish people is more than ever apparent, they
expressed their conviction that only a national
reconciliation which takes full account of these
aspirations can lead Poland out of its grave crisis.
CSCE
20.  The Heads of State and Government
reviewed the progress of the CSCE follow-up
meeting in Madrid, noting with interest the timely
and important initiative taken on 17 June by
Senor Felipe Gonzalez as the Prime Minister of the
host country. Their governments will examine this
proposal with due care and in a positive
spirit. They appeal to the governments of other
participating States to do likewise. They reiterated
their view that the adoption of a substantial and
balanced concluding document at Madrid would
register progress in the human dimension, open
the way to a Conference on disarmament in
Europe, give fresh impetus to the CSCE process
and make a .useful contribution to the improvement
of East-West relations as a whole.
Middle East
21. The Heads of State and Government
consider that the return of full sovreignty and final
peace in Lebanon requires the complete and
prompt withdrawal of foreign forces from its
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territory, except for those whose presence may be
requested by the Lebanese Government.
They confirmed their full support for President
Gemayel and his Government in their determined
action to re-establish their authority over the
entire territory of Lebanon. In this respect, they
consider that the signing of the Israel-Lebanon
agreement constitutes a step whcih must 
followed by others. They consider, however, that
peace will not be able to become a reality unless
the security and legitimate interests of the other
States and peoples of the region are taken into
account.
They stated their readiness to use all the means at
their disposal to support the efforts undertaken by
the parties in question so as to find a broader area
of agreement.
They remain convinced that a just, lasting and
comprehensive peace in the Middle East can only
be secured on the basis of the principles which
they have stated many times in the past.
They again voiced their very serious concern at the
distress of the Palestinian civilian population. They
hope that the relevant international organizations
will be allowed to assist this population without
hindrance.
Central America
22. The Heads of State and Government
confirmed their close interest in developments in
Central America. They are deeply concerned at the
economic and social .conditions in many parts of
the region, at the tensions which these create and
at the widespread misery and bloodshed.
They are convinced that the problems of Central
America cannot be solved by military means, but
only by a political solution springing from the
region itself and respecting the principles of
non-interference and inviolability of frontiers.
They, therefore, fully support the current initiative
of the Contadora Group. They underlined the
need for the establishment of democratic conditions
and for the strict observance of human rights
throughout the region.
They are ready to continue contributing to the
further development in the area, in order to
promote progress towards stability.
Solemn Declaration on European Union
5.23. The Heads of State and Government
received the report of the Foreign Ministers
concerning the conclusions of their work on the
German-Italian initiative on European Union
following the mandate given by the European
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Council in November 1981. The Heads of State
and Government and the Foreign Ministers of the
Ten signed the Solemn Declaration on European
Union. 1 They expressed their deep satisfaction at
this important step towards European Union.
Statements and comment
24. At his closing press conference,
Chancellor Kohl, President of the European
Council, said that the Stuttgart European
Council had succeeded in setting out the
guidelines that were needed for dynamic
development of the Community up to the end
of the decade. He recognized 'realistically
that the new policies were going to cost 'more
money , and without going so far as to call
for a 'new Messina' he sought to put the
deliberations on the future financing of the
Community into a more general Community
perspective. The text concerning the solution
of the British problem had been 'most
carefully' worded, and this solution remained
indissolubly linked' with that of financing
the Community as a whole. On the subject of
enlargement he said again that ' we want it,
and we promised it to those two countries at
difficult time in their natio.nal lives
Referring to the Solemn Declaration on
European Union, Mr Kohl said that it was
only a first step; it was not, of course, to
everyone s satisfaction, but it was at least a
step 'in the right direction at the right time
25. 'We have avoided a grave crisis and
we must now make a new beginning
declared President Thorn immediatly after the
European Council. 'The issues are not finally
settled and hard work remains to be done.
But it is ~ncouraging that in the face of
enormous difficulties, which could have led
to disintegration, the Heads of State and
Government have called for more integration
and a relaunch of the European Community.
Nobody expected miracles from the Stuttgart
Summit, and I for one would have wished for
something more than a working progran;tme.
But we do have. a number of commitments
I The full text of this Declaration is reproduced at
point 1.6. et seq.Solemn Declaration on European Union
he added, 'which point in the right direction.
The 10 Governments have recognized the
need to secure long-term Community finan-
cing on a fair basis, to develop new
forward-looking policies, and to improve
existing policies, including the common
agricultural policy, and to provide for
enlargement
' .
As has now become a tradition, Mr Kohl
reported on the European Council to Parlia-
ment at a special part-session held for the
purpose. 1
Points 2.4.18 to 2.4.23.
Point 1.5.23.
Bull. EC 11-1981 , points 1.2.1 to 1.2.6 and poin.
Bull. EC 11-1981, point 1.1.6.
Sixteenth General Report, point 17; Bull. EC 1-1983,
point 2.4.3; Bull. EC 4-1983, points 2.4.6 and 2.4.
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EUROPEAN SOLIDARITY IN TIMES OF CRISIS
rhe European Council, which met in Stuttgart from June 17 to 19,
1983, was an inlportant milestone in the development of the
European Community and in co-operation among the member countries.
. The Council did not merely prevent stagnation and setbacks in the
Communi ty. It also provided important impulses for the Community 1 s
further development and drew up concrete guidelines to this end.
The problems have not, however, been eliminated, but they have not
been simply cast aside either. 
In Vlestern Europe? we have entered more difficult times both
economically and politically. The economic crisis has inflicted
deep wounds in all our countries, in entire sectors of our
economies , in wide regions. It has also profoundly affected the
lndividual' s way of life~ 12 million people in our countries are
jo bless.
t such a juncture, national interests tend to become harsher
and stronger again and to clash directly where the cushion of
)rosperi ty is weflring thin. This situation requires greater and
ore conscious efforts for European solidarity on our part.
Furthermore, we are engaged in diffIcult negotiations between
ast and West in which Europe 
1 s voice must be clear and firm,
in which Europe must place its entire weight on the Western side
of the scales as a factor of stabili ty and peace.
inally, in Europe a third enlargement of the Community is in
the offing. Spain and Portugal, two great European nations, want
to take up their place in the Community predetermined by history
end poli tical will. It is our task to help ensure that they can
genuinely do so to their own benefit and to the benefit of us all.
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In stuttgart it was therefore essential that the heads of govern-
ment of thl:~ ml::mber countries of the European Community, and by
this I menn all member countries , should not resiBn in the face
of the difficult problems but demonstrate their strength and
abili tv at least to initiate solutions to the problems.
We  took the decisions in Stuttgart that could be expected of us
at this juncture. It would hardly have been realistic to assume
that, with ten participants , the European Council could at a
single stroke settle once and for all such complex and closely
interrelated questions as
the future financing of the Community,
ensuring stringent budgetary discipline,
reviewing and harmonizing existing policies,
agricul tural policy,
developing new policies and
achieving a more balanced budget.
In such a situation , the Community must be firmly united. To this
end it must set right its policies., especially its finances, and
hence its internal structure.
especially
Those who try to accuse us of having dealt with Community finances
in Stut tgart in the fashion of book-keepers need to be told that
we had to devote ourselves to this tedious task for the benefit
of Europe.
If the financial basis of the Buropean Community is not set right
we crln no doubt still spend many hours discussing how to overcome
unemployment c:md the economic crisis. But an abundance of words
cannot replace action. And to be able to act in the European
Community we need , as elsewhere , the money to so do.
NEW TM3KS FOR THE COTVIMUNITY
Moreover , the European Community is confronted with new tasks
posed by
- the enlargement of the Community
- new developments in research and
aD j ndustry and society,
- structural problems of our economies as well as
questions.
to include Portugal and Spain,
technology and their impact
environmental
All , these tasks require money. If the Community did not exist
the rf"luisi te expenditure would have to be defrayed at the national
level. This would ul tirnately be even more expensive.- 3 -
\lie must therefore take precautions to ensure that we can finance
these tasks in future:
By limi tinp; the growth of spending on individual policies , especially
the agricul turRl policy,
by effpcting sDvings
by means of restructuring, and , where necessary,
by increasing the funds at the disposal of the Community.
We cannot allow a 8i tuation in which , At Jrequent intervals
resources in the C.ommuni ty and the member c.ountries have to 
dev.oted time and again to dealing with the Community s budget.
Nor cell we all.ow this to result in a climate .of permanent c.onflict
in the Community, especially at a time when we need all our
resources f.or c.oping with the economic and political challenges
BS Wl.1J as th.ose in the field of security policy that are facing
EurOIH.; .
We llid not shun this task. Instead , we established the procedure
And the concrete framework for clF.::Flling with the future financing
of the Community and the ass.ocia ted subs tanti ve pr.o blems.
The European Council set deadlines. We want to attain the desired
resul t~3 as quickly as possible.
PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FUTURE
We  opened up perspectives for Europe: Short- and medium-term
ones, and - with the declaration on European union - long-term
ones as well.
The day-to-day work and the perspectives for the future are inter-
connected. This is also reflected by the two important declarations
ac'loptc'd in ;:jtuttgart: The decl8rntion on financial resources and
associRtc:c1 questions and the declaration on European union.
We  do not want to work in Europe on a day-to-day basis, nor can we
do so \'Ii  thout knowing why WE? are doing so and what goal we are
8 iminE': at. r:uropean co-oI)era tion must not be confined to daily
crifds Innna(',prnent if we wAnt to eng8ge in g(.nuinely successful
crisis mnnagement.
Anyonf? who wants to build a house is well advised not to start
buillHn(' without any plans. The forthcoming difficult negotiations
of the foreip:n and finance ministl:?ru and of the ministers respon~
:qibl p for the subjects 'lmder consideration are therefore also
d('sil' ~nf:d to review the building plans for Europe. They are
intf' ntled to make the Community I s foundations firmer again.
For thi~; reason we dealt with both policies and financing in
StuttL':E1rt.  VIe  want to give the Community new se.lf-confichmce
neVI dynATnJ.t,ffi cmd a lone:-term poli tical p~rspecti ve.- 4 -
The results of Stuttgart should not be taken for granted. There
were occasions during the meeting when it looked as though the
different positions would be irreconcilable, as though despon-
dency would prevail. A e;reat deal of patience was required of
all the participants.
It was very beneficial that the members of the European Council
get on very well w1 th one another. One of the reQuirements for
reaching compromise.s is personal trust among government leaders
in Europe. It reflects the trust that the peoples of Europe today
have for one another. Another requirement is , of course, 8ood, busirlPsslike preparations in order to arrive at a settlement that
adIni t~j of compromise.  Vie  invested a great deal of effort in this
long before the meeting in Stuttgart.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE GERMAN PRESIDEHCY
Our nsrtners in the Community acknowledge the achievements of the
Germnn presidency. They acknowledge that we attained good results
for the Community despite an election campaign and the elections
to the German Bundestag on March 
We hEld to cope with a cri.sis in the European monetary system
that was fairly hazRrdous. In both economic and political terms.
\Ie  lH'lp(~d to bring about a balanced realignment of exchange rates
uDelL:r the prevailing circumstances.
During our presidency several decisions were taken that are
extrunr:ly important for the Community I s long-term policies:
On my suggestion the ministers for social affairs took an 
imp()r.t~.mt decision on restructuring the social fund, as a
rt' sul t of which priority is to be given to using the fund I s
resources for combating unemployment among young people.
It is \Vi th determination and success that we have endeavoured
to attain fur.ther alleviations for trade wi thin the Community.
"-lork on a basic program for resear' ch in the period 1984/87
has been successfully concluded so that it may be adopted by
the research ministers at their next Council Heeting on July 28.
In environmental policy, we have taken strong and trend-setting
initiatives , most recently in a memorandum on our dying forests
which I communicated to the heads of state and government before
the European Council.
The dmnage to our forests caused by acid rain , not only here but in mo~3t European countries , makes effective international
measures an absolute necessity. National me.asures are not
sufficient.
The Federal GovernIllent hCls initiated a consistent environmental,
policy to fil~ht the alarming des truction of the forests. We want- 5 -
to agree just as quickly with our European neighbors , and
especially with the GDR and Czechoslovakia upon European measures
to save our forests. The forests are of irretrit:vable value for
the protection of our water resources as well as for climate
heal th and recreation.  \'Ie  must not lose time.
The European Council has recognized that rapid and tangible
nrogress must be made towards a European environmental policy. Prime 11inister Papandreou gave assurances at the European Council
that he would give this matter special attention during his
presidency.
Beyond the results achieved in individual areas, our work, in
many Federal ministers participated, has helped to strengthen
thp confidence of our partners in our political commitment to
Europe.  He  have thus reinforced the self-confidence of the
Communi ty too.
which
This facil~ted our preparatory work for Stuttgart when it came
to agreeing upon an extensive package of measures.
In my government policy statement of June 9, 1983, I said that
"the European Council can only fulfil the hopes placed in it if
all member statps are prepared to contribute their share and to
compromise. This will require sacrifices , on our part too.
Throughout the Heeting of the European Council I never lost
confidence th8t we would all be willing to compromise, because
we all must compromise.
If thE-' European Council Heeting in Stuttgart had been a failure
desfJondency \'iOuld have taken over in Europe at a time in which
more faith and self-confidence are needed.
The cohesion of the Community would have been weakened at a time
when we need more unity.
We would have surrendered to ephemeral difficulties , whereas
nothing is more necessary than new impetus.
DECLARATION OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL
You Clr~; all aware of the d('claration of the European Council
on the mclin questions of financial resources and associated
Droblems.
I do not wish to repeat their contents here , but simply call
your attention to the most important questions.
The. European Council asked the ministers of Foreign Affairs and
Fin811ce , and where necessary other ministers , to conduct negotiations
over' Lhe next six month~) on the Community s most pressing problems.- 6 -
The subjects of these negotiations are:
rhe futurE' financing of tht~ Community,
the development of Community policies
the enlargement of the Community,
questions of balancing the budget and the
budgetary discipline.
These tasks have been linked together and given equal importance
in the paclwge agreed upon by the European Council, i. e. there
is no orner of precedence. They are to be negotiated in parallel.
need for greater
The aim of these negotiations is , and I quote from the declara-
tion: "To secure the financing of Community policies and actions
Rnd thei r further development over a lonf!.er period of time taking
into account the additional financial requirements which would
flow j'rom the nccession of Spain and Portugal , while exhausting
all possibilities for savings"
In the end, all these questions will be decided upon together,
the extent of and the schedule for the Community s financial
requirements b~ing determined on the basis of the results attained.
This outcome specifically takes into consideration our wish for
limiting thp bun~et splralJ SOl" reductions in spending and for
res1:ruc turing. It nlso accounts for our demand. for a balanced
structure of the EC budget. Finally, it viill allow us to fulfil our duties rind mviftly to continu(~ f\nd conclude the negotiations
leadinr;. to the accession of Spain and Portuf~i1l.
ThE' ClInOunt aGreed by the European Council in Stuttgart as compen-
~)ation for the United Kingdom in 198:5, will be included in the
Communi ty budget for 198Lt- . It remains closely related to the
above mentioned questions. rrhe compensation accorded to the U.
is perceptibly lower than that of last year. Accordingly 7 our contribution to it 1.S also less than last year
It i3 now importnnt to set in motion as quickly ns possible the
negotln tions Clt';reed upon.
ADJUS'l'I"1ENT OF AGRICULTURAL POLIC
Proposels by tht": Commission to adjust the agricultural policy
and to update and improve its cost effectiveness as well as to
use the Communj ty ' Ei structural funds more effectively will be
presvnted by August 1 19~.r5.
I am fully awcJrp that these negotiCitions will be difficult
indl'ed very difficult.
They v/ill have to be conducted in a realistic atmosphere by us
and by our po rtnpr~).- 7 -
They can be conducted with any prospect of success only  if  they
are imbued with the spirit  of  solidarity which could be sensed
in Stuttgart despite all the difficulties.
The negotiations can be successful only if based on mutual trust.
Strengthening this trust remains the prime objective of our policy
on Europe, the policy on Europe of this Federal Government. Such
a policy serv.es our interests just as it serves the interests of
our partners.
He must continue along the path to European unity. There is no
al ternati ve to this, except perhaps regression to the nation-state
of  the 19th century. We must therefore remind ourselves once again
of  fev" truisms so that we realize what is at stake precisely for
us as Germans in European negotiations and decisions if the idea
of  European unity falls apart.
Our "loll-being, our economic development and thus our social and
political stabili t-y is bound up inextricably with the existence
of  the European Community. That applies to us as it does t.o our partnprs.
The Cnmrnunl ty is an internal market with 271 million consumers.
When Spain and Portugal accede to the Community, the nulnber will
be raised to 318 million consumers. By way  of  comparison, the
number  of  consumers in the United States is 221 million, in the
Soviet Union 2GLt million.
The European Community represents for aJ_l of us a relatively risk-free export market. Almost half of the entire foreign trade
of  the member states is conducted wi thin the Community itself.
The proportion is even higher for some of the smaller members.
Betwl~en 1958 and 1981 commercial transactions between member
states increased 22-fold.
In our own case over 48 %  of  our exports go to other member states of Uw European Community. Our trade with the Community in 1981
was ?6 times greater thnn in 1958, our 1982 balance  of  trade with
th(~ states  of  the 8uropean Community showed a surplus  of  almost
25 billion Deutsche Mark, All member states benefit from the
European Community and depend for their existence uJ;X) n the
smooth functioning of the common internal market.
The common marl):et promotes not only competition and thus a wide
choice at reasonable prices. It is also an incentive for renewal
and technological progress,
The European monetary system contributes to stabilizing monetary
policy and so to consolid8tin8 intra-Communi ty trade. It is also
Clll j.I11portrmt meanE;  of  promoting convergence  of  economic policies the Co-oI'c1in8tion  of  th(~ economic policies  of  the various member state:;,
Gerrnnll ngricul turDl exf)Qrts to the Community rose in the period
1959-1982 from 500 million to around 16 billion Deutsche MArk.- 8 
...
We have the much maligned agricultural market to thank for
ensuring our supply of food products. The older people amongst
us, who grew up in the war and post-war years, will be the first
to reAlize what this means.
FUTURE ROLE OF THE COMl\1UNITY
Only the Community as a whole can fully make European weight
fel t in international organizations such as GATT, UNCTAD and OECD.
Only with the help of the Community and its large internal market
a great attraction for our trading partners - can we obtain
access to markets of other countries and counteract their attempts
to step up protectiopist measures.
Membership of the Community and co-operation among its member
states guarantee in the long term that we shall continue to play
a leading role in international relations. That we can take charge
of our own fate and need not be subject to the policies of others.
Our American friends need and want a strong European partner. The
more clearly our common position is defined, the more active can
be the role played by Western Europe in matters of security and
disarmament.
In the dialogue between West and East the European voice, the
European weight on the Western side, must not be absent.
We as Germans must always remain aware that an answer to the
German question can be found only in a pan-European order for
peace. The way to this goal is via a strong European Community
and the transatlantic partnership of Western Europe with the
Uni ted states and Canada.
We are duty bound to keep Europe strong and able to act. We know
that this requires all our best efforts - Europe must never again
be sucked into the vortex of nationalistic interests and petty
rivalries 
Let me close with a quotation from Friedrich Schiller which was
on my mind during the European Council. In a lecture on world
history given in 1789, he said:
"Finally our states ... behold with what warmth, with what art
they are entwined. How much more lastingly are they united under
the salutary yoke of necessity them by the most solemn treaties
of the past. Now constant ref1diness for war preserves the peace,
and the self-interest of one state causes it to guard over the
well-being of the other. The European society of states appears
transformed into a great family. The members of this family may
bear grudges one against the other but no longer, so it is hoped
tef1r eRch other asunder.
How topical these words appear today and how they cause us to
ponder when we think of what happened thereafter.- 9 -
In the course of its history, Europe has never lost awareness
of its common roots. Yet only in the last thirty years has Europe
begun to translate this awareness consciously and freely into
poli tical and economic reality.
Thirty years of polley on Europe demonstrate that we have learned
from our history. We can draw trust as well as self-confidence
from this. We still ne.ed patience today to cope with setbacks.
But above all we need determination not to let ourselves be
distracted from our alm of creating a European union. Resignation
and stagnation constitute regression. The smallest steps forward
will bring progress if we keep to the same course J that of ever-
increasing unity in Europe.
It is and will remain our task to participate with all our strength
in this work , so that for our children and grandchildren Europe
will remain a place where it is worthwhile to live and work.
I believe that the European Council in stuttgart helped in this
respect. I wish and hope that the forthcoming negotiations will
be conducted in full awareness of their historical significance
for Europe.